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Answer Key/Suggestions for Handout H09-3: Real-World 
Ladder Fuels and Fire Spread 
 
Create a storyboard with captions to answer the prompt for one of the following scenarios: 
 
Scenario 1. A mountainside that has patches of dense forest mixed with patches of meadow 
and patches of shrubs. How would the patchiness of vegetation affect fire spread and the 
likelihood of crown fire? Use as many frames as you need to show a variety of patches and the 
resulting differences in fire behavior. 
 
Possible explanation: Large patches of dense forest can support crown fire because there are 
lots of fuels and the crowns of trees are connected and may even be intertwined. Areas of 
forest with tall shrubs have lots of ladder fuels so they can support crown fire; if the shrub layer 
is low and does not reach the lowest branches of the tree, crown fire is unlikely. Meadows can 
serve as fuel breaks when wet, and they can support surface fires when dry. However, 
meadows cannot act as ladder fuels; therefore meadows prevent crown fires from starting and 
can interrupt a crown fire, forcing it to spread only through surface fuels. (Not covered in this 
activity but interesting: Meadows are likely to have stronger winds than dense forests, so 
surface fires are likely to spread more rapidly.) 
 
Scenario 2. A forest where some patches have been burned recently by surface fire, some 
burned recently in crown fire, and other patches have gone more than 100 years with no fire at 
all. How would the variation in forest structure affect fire spread and the likelihood of crown 
fire? Use as many frames as you need to show different forest “ages” and the resulting 
differences in fire behavior. 
 
Possible explanation: Forest patches with recent surface fire tend to have less surface and 
ladder fuels than forests that have not underburned recently. Consequently, these patches will 
prevent fires from climbing into tree crowns. However, since forests are not all uniform and 
fires do not burn evenly across the landscape, some patches could have enough surface and 
ladder fuels to enable fires to spread into tree crowns. Forests that recently burned in crown 
fire will obviously not support crown fire, but they are likely to have abundant herbaceous 
cover that will support surface fire if it dries out. Forest patches that have not burned in 100 
years or more may have lots of surface, ladder, and crown fuels. In addition, the tree crowns 
are likely to touch or be interwoven. Forest stands with these properties are likely to have 
crown fires in dry, windy weather. 
 


